
Go Hard or Go Home

Mýa

Either we go hard... or we go home
Either we go hard or we go home
Either we go hard or we go home

Selfish is my love, when given all the time
Before I open up make sure i'm sure I know that it's right
And gentle is my way hard is my grind
Now that I know that love is a battlefield we can help each other heal
Step inside my love and you'll find that I...
Ain't no random chick that's afraid to let you know i'm checkin for ya
Ain't no random chick you know what it is you know how I adore ya
It's a deeper sect, it's a partnership, what's the tab and i'll pay for it
I got you, and you got me, we good
Ain't no random love you the one I trust to give what I give to you
Ain't no random love, ain't no hit and run, we will control the future
Your the one I want your the one I chose and it's crucial babe
If we put in the work that it takes to get through
Promise to me and i'll promise to you we'll go hard

(we gon' go hard) We'll go hard
(we gon' go hard) or we gon go home
(we gon' go home)
Either we give up everything or nothing at all (nothing at all)
Let's just go hard (let's just go hard)
Or let's just go home (or let's just go home)
There ain't no since in goin' halfway if we want the finer things
We know what we both came for
(so let's just go hard)

Heaven is your face and my date are my eyes
Somehow I don't feed no one but you and I can't even lie
(schooo dooo wooo woo dyyy)
Older are the days but younger are the nights

(are the nigh-nigh-nigh-nigh-nights-
Nights)
When problems are revealed that love is real
The stronger we will fight
(whoooo)
Ain't no random chick that's around to let you know i'm checkin for ya
Ain't no random chick you know what it is you know how I adore ya
It's a deeper sect, it's a partnership, what's the tab and i'll pay for it
Oooh I got you and you got me ooooh... we good
Ain't no random love you the one I trust to give what I give to you
Ain't no random love ain't no hit and run, we will control the future

Your the one I want your the one I chose and it's crucial babe
That we put in the work that it takes to get through
Promise to me and i'll promise you too

We gon' go hard (we gon go hard)
Or we gon' go home (or we gon go home)
(we could go home)
Either we give us everything or nothing at all
Let's just go hard (let's just go hard)
Or let's just go home (or let's just go home)
(baby) There ain't no sense in goin' halfway if we want the finer things
We know what we both came here for



(so let's just go hard) so let's just go hard
Either we go hard (either we go hard) or we go home
Either we go hard (or we go home) or we go home
(either we go hard) either we go hard (or we goin home) or we go home
Either we go hard (we go) or we go home

Don't let, don't let, don't let, don't let, don't let the good looks fool ya
Some go, "Damn where they at who they wit?"
You know i'm bring it to ya
What you thought I got here just by rollin my head and lookin pretty?
What you thought I got here just by bein' sexy in the city
Nawwh (nawwh) I been through... that you ain't never saw (saw)
Got an issue? What's the problem? We could.. solve it
Just bring it to the guard and we gon pull they card
And bring it to em... hard

We gon go hard (we gon go hard)
Or we gon go home (or we gon go home)
Either we give our everything or nothing at all
Let's just go hard (let's just go hard)
Or let's just go home, baby let's just go home oh boy oh boy (or
Let's just go home)
Ain't no sense in goin' halfway if we want the finer things
We know what we both came for
(so let's just go hard) so let's just go harrrrrd!! whoa whoa
Either we go hard (either we go hard) or we go home
Either we go hard (or we go home) or we go home
Baby let's go harrd
Either we go hard (either we go hard) or we go home
Either we go hard (we go) or we go home
Go hard

Or we can go to my home
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